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AIM OF THE GUIDANCE 

The aim of this guidance is to provide you with clear indications on how to either update existing project 

data or input new ones on TRIMIS.  

This is a unique opportunity for you to disseminate and promote transport R&I information, material, 

and data through the TRIMIS website providing a trusted reference point freely accessible to 

stakeholders. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS  

 

UPDATING EXISTING PROJECTS ON THE PORTAL 

If you would like to update an existing project on the TRIMIS website, please follow the three steps 

below to be able to insert/update information: 

1. Access the TRIMIS website on https://trimis.ec.europa.eu/ 

2. Login or set up an account by clicking on the contribute drop down button at the top of the page and 

selecting login or register respectively. 

3. Send an e-mail to the TRIMIS account (trimis@ricardo.com) with your EU Login account and e-mail 

and details of the project that you would like to update. You will then be provided with the correct 

permissions to update information on the project pages. The TRIMIS team will let you know when 

full access and permissions have been granted. 

 

Please click on the buttons highlighted circled in green. 

Update projects through the website by selecting the caption “Explore TRIMIS” and clicking on 

“Projects”. 

 

 

 

https://trimis.ec.europa.eu/


 

Search for a project by title/acronym/CORDIS number etc. Click on the project title link to review. 

 

 

ADDING NEW PROJECTS TO THE PORTAL 

Add new projects through the website by selecting the caption “Contribute” and clicking on “Project”. 



 

 

Please make sure to complete the below sections in bold, which are mandatory fields,  for project 

updates and new projects. When a multiple-choice answer is available, please choose one or more 

options.  

Project Title (MANDATORY): Insert the title of the project. Ensure the acronym is not included in the 

title and inserted in the project acronym cell below. 

Project Acronym: Insert the acronym of the project. 

Original Language Title: Insert the title of the Project in the original language 

Duration: Start and end date of the project. If the exact date is not known, please use the first of the 

month. If the month is not known, please use the first of January of that year.  

Project website: Check any link provided works or if not, have a quick internet search to see if one is 

available.  

Status: Select (complete with results, ongoing, or complete) status of the project. 

Total project cost: Total cost of the project in Euros. 

EU contribution: EU funding for the project in Euros. 

Geospatial type (MANDATORY): Select (Infrastructure node, urban, network corridors, or other) from 

the multiple choice and drop downs. Note: ‘infrastructure node’ concerns areas like terminals, airports, 

and logistics areas rather than general infrastructure. ‘Urban’ relates to research with a focus on cities 

or metropolitan areas. ‘Network corridors’ is appropriate for projects covering the core network corridors 

e.g., TEN-T.  

STRIA roadmap (MANDATORY): Each project needs to be assigned to a roadmap (for JRC analysis 

purposes): 

 Connected and automated transport (CAT) 

 Transport electrification (ELT) 

 Vehicle design and manufacturing (VDM) 

 Low-emission alternative energy for transport (ALT) 

 Network and traffic management systems (NTM) 

 Smart Mobility and Services (SMO) 

 Transport Infrastructure (INF) 

 Other 

 
Please see additional information below:  



 

CAT – CAT concerns only those projects that focus on the automation of transport. The automation of 

production processes does not count as CAT and is likely to fall under VDM. Also consider that in this 

field, everything related to vehicles concerns CAT, whereas networks related to automation fall under 

NTM. Therefore, these roadmaps often occur together. 

 

ELT – All projects related to the electrification of vehicles falls under this roadmap. Also, the 

development and testing of charging stations concerns this roadmap and not INF. In some projects ELT 

and VDM overlap because the electrification efforts are not solely created to propel vehicles, but also 

relate to a design feature. Finally, please be aware that all projects related to hydrogen fall under ELT 

and not ALT. 

 

VDM – This roadmap covers everything related to the design features of vehicles, their materials, and 

compounds, as well as production processes within the transport industry. As such it is very 

comprehensive. Improvements on diesel and gasoline engine technologies also fall under this category. 

 

ALT – This category concerns alternative energy which covers a range of solutions, including CNG, 

LNG, biofuels, wind energy etc. 

 

NTM – NTM concerns the network and data infrastructure features that enable automated transport. It 

is, however, not exclusively related to CAT as it also covers projects on traffic monitoring, optimisation 

and synchromodality. Therefore, NTM does occur in isolation from other roadmaps. 

 

SMO – This roadmap is largely aimed at mobility solutions in an urban environment. Additionally, it also 

covers the development of drone solutions. This makes that concerning drones there is a frequent co-

occurrence with CAT and/or NTM. 

 

INF – Covers research on physical structures including bridges, terminals, roads, locks etc. Typically, 

there is little ambiguity between this and other roadmaps. 

 

Other – While the STRIA roadmaps cover a broad range of topics in transport innovation, some 

technologies and areas remain outside their scope. Those projects should be categorised under ‘other’. 

 

If you have any doubts about the STRIA roadmap to choose, use the STRIA Coding scheme to help 

the classification process. Try to assign to one main roadmap, but if there is not one clear one then 

please list all that apply.    

 

  

STRIA-TRIMIS 

Coding scheme - v2.pdf
 

Transport mode: Select the transport mode of the project (airborne, road, rail, urban, waterborne, or 

multimodal) 

Transport policies: Select the transport policy/ies (social/economic issues, environmental/emissions 

aspects, safety/security, digitalisation, decarbonisation, deployment planning/financing/market roll-out, 

other specified). 

Transport sectors: Select the transport sector (passenger and/or freight), 

Parent programmes: Insert the Parent Programme of the Project (select from the dropdown list). This 

is important to include and should be available in the dropdowns. If not available in the current list, 

please create a new programme by referring to the separate guidance document. 



Funding (MANDATORY): Select the principal funding origin for the project. European or specific 

country. If the funding origin is both European and an individual country, place the individual country in 

‘Other Countries’.  

Funding Source: Information about the funding institution. 

Key Results, Background and Policy Context, Objectives (MANDATORY) and Methodology: 

Describe key results, background and policy context, objectives, and methodology results. If it is a 

completed project, please make sure it is in past tense. Please make sure that there is also consistent 

formatting, with paragraphs and TRIMIS bullets and numbering. 

Technology: Select the technology associated with the project (start typing a technology and select 

the appropriate transport theme and relevant technology). Each project needs a technology assigned 

to it. See below a technology spreadsheet with a list of modes and themes that will help to find the 

suitable technology name. There is also a search function in the portal if you start typing any technology 

available should pop up e.g., start typing biofuels and all the options for that should appear. If you feel 

the project covers more than one technology, add more by selecting ‘Add technology’ 

 

Technology_Table_U

pdate_20220330.xlsx
 

If you feel a technology investigated by the project is not in the list, please contact TRIMIS 

(trimis@ricardo.com) to have it added.  

Development phase: Select a development phase status of the technology with respect to the project 

(research/invention, validation, demonstration/prototyping/pilot production or implementation). Note 

that the development phase represents the status of the technology at the start of the project. Look for 

words like “concept”, “validate”, “demonstrate”, “prototype”, “develop”, “implement”.  

 

In some cases, the funding action (EU Horizon 2020 projects) (on CORDIS) can give an indication on 

the development phase, as the actions are meant to be focussed on supporting technologies at different 

stages: 

 

TRL (Technology readiness level): Enter a TRL (Technology readiness level) (TRL1-9) ONLY if the 

project description clearly makes reference to a TRL. In this case, there is no need to identify the 

development phase as well as it will be allocated automatically by TRIMIS based on TRL.   

Lead organisation name: Insert the name of the organisation leading the project (in most cases the 

database will already hold the organisation details, however these should be added where not already 

available. Also add the EU contribution for this organisation when appropriate/available.  

mailto:trimis@ricardo.com


Partner Organisation name: Insert the names of the partners involved in the project (in most cases 

the database will already hold the organisation details, however these should be added where not 

already available) 

ADDING A NEW ORGANISATION 

Please click on the following link under lead organisation or partner organisations. 

 

Organisation name: (MANDATORY) Insert the name of the organisation. 

RCN: Insert CORDIS record number 

VAT Number: Insert VAT number 

Country: (MANDATORY) Insert the country the organisation is based in 

Street Address: Insert the street address the organisation is located on 

City: (MANDATORY) Insert the city the organisation is based in.  

Postal code: (MANDATORY) Insert the postal code the organisation is based in. 

Nuts Code: The nomenclature of territorial units for statistics (Nomenclature des Unités territoriales 

statistiques – NUTS) is a geographical system, according to which the territory of the European Union 

is divided into hierarchical levels. 

Cordis ID: ID number for CORDIS 

Latitude: Measurement of distance north or south of the Equator. 

Longitude: Measurement of distance east or west of the prime meridian at Greenwich. 

Organisation URL: Insert the organisation website link, if available 

Organisation Link text: Insert the organisation website title, if available 

Organisation type: Select type of organisation 

Save as “content published” and the organisation should now appear in the list. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Once completed, set the status to “Submit for review” and then select “Save” to send to the TRIMIS 

team for review.  

 

 

 

Alternative method 

If you have a large number of new projects to upload however, it may be easier to enter the project 

data by using a project upload spreadsheet. 

Project Upload Spreadsheet Instructions 

You can enter the details of all projects you wish to upload into the upload spreadsheet provided, which 

will then be uploaded to the portal by the TRIMIS team. Most of the fields and instructions are the same 

as listed above. (Please also see the comments added on each column heading). The mandatory fields 

are highlighted in blue. The differences are:  

 Start and end dates – these should be written in the format dd-mm-yyyy 

 

 For the allocation of STRIA roadmaps for each project, insert a ‘1’ in each of the corresponding 

columns: 

 

 
 

 For transport sector and transport policies, you can select one or more from the list from the 

separate ‘list options’ tab sheet – if selecting more than one, separate these with commas 

 

 Parent Programme – Ensure that the parent programme already exists on the website 

 

 When inserting lead or partner organisations, please fill in the more detailed organisation table 

for each in the separate excel tab “Organisation details” (see image below) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 When listing the partner organisations on the main data tab, ensure that each new partner is 

inserted on a new row (see example project below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Technology – Check a relevant technology from the list on the ‘drop downs’ tab and then use 

the drop down to select in the technology field. If you feel a technology investigated by the 

project is not in the list, please contact TRIMIS (trimis@ricardo.com) to have it added.  

 

 If you have provided the TRL level, you do not need to provide the technology development 

phase 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

We appreciate your contribution and would like to thank you in advance for your availability and time 

dedicated to completing the projects database. 

For any questions or comments, please contact us at trimis@ricardo.com.  

The TRIMIS Team 

mailto:trimis@ricardo.com
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